
PART II: INTRODUCTION

Introduction

The scintillating history of these three kingdoms forms the temporal, social, and
geographical background of Intaran. All these histories tell of immigrating groups
and the established people and the fundamental and irreversible changes that their
meetings brought about.

This part of the book describes the beginnings of Intaran, which probably go
back to a time "before Hindu influence reached the island" (Stutterheim 1935:1).
According to Stutterheim, Balinese religion at that time consisted mainly of
"ancestor worship," which was carried out in temples; these displayed certain spe-
cific features, some of which I too consider as autochtonous. Goris points out that

In India and in Hindu Jawa the temple is a house or hall, on Bali it is a square

Surrounded by a wall. In ancient Indonesia and in Polynesia the sanctuary was
always an open space, usually surrounded by a wall and often paved with great
Stones. ... Sometimes these [megaliths] were simply upright stones, sometimes
Stone tables, consisting of a flat stone on top of some smaller stones, sometimes
Stone seats. ... In the old Polynesian sacred places there was often on one side a

Stepped pyramid, consisting out of two or more terraces, built out of unhewn
Stones and growing smaller as it rose higher. ... On Bali several sacred places are
found consisting of a square which is either enclosed or not, having one or more

Stepped pyramids. (Goris and Dronkers n.d.28-29)

Since such earlier traces (among which I would include spatial dual organizations)
exist in today's Intaran, I shall start with them. I then proceed to a series of inter-
locking events and circumstances: the arrival and settlement of Arya Madura as
followers of Arya Pinatih, who had, in their attempt to escape the 'ants', moved to
the area where Intaran later came into existence.

The actual beginning of Intaran starts with the transformation of a probable ear-
lier settlement called wanua Mimba into desa Mimba. The name of wanua Mimba is

mentioned in the rontal text allegedly kept by Griya Delodpasar. Today, the Balinese
associate wanua with the notion of forest, loneliness, and remoteness. In fact, wanua
means 'settlement'; this word 1s of Austronesian origin (Wisseman 1989) and was in
use in different parts of Indonesia (Kulke 1991). The term desa is derived from
Sanskrit and is therefore younger than wanua.

The rontal text was apparently written to document the founding of Mimba as a
desa. The leader of a lineage of the noble clan Arya Sentong, I Gusti Kepandean,
Who had moved from Perean (Tabanan) to Mimba, sent for Brahmana Mas living
In Beluangan (Tabanan) to perform the founding rituals with him. As outlined
Carlier (see p.25), a desa has a specific spatial as well as social and ritual
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